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Tree group based Wavelet Watermarking using Energy
Modulation and Consistency Check (WW-EMCC)
for digital images

Min-Jen Tsai & Jin-Sheng Yin & Imam Yuadi

Abstract Wavelet tree based watermarking algorithms are generally using the energy differ-
ence among grouped wavelet coefficients for invisible watermark embedding and extraction.
According to cryptanalysis of wavelet tree quantization (WTQ) scheme, the robustness of
watermarking is weak if the wavelet tree group coefficients are only unilaterally modulated.
Therefore, bilaterally modulated techniques like modified wavelet tree quantization (MWTQ)
and wavelet tree group modulation (WTGM) improve the security since the attackers can not
decipher how tree coefficients are modulated. However, MWTQ needs the wavelet tree group
information as the extra information which results the method is not purely blind for water-
mark extraction. For that matter, a novel wavelet tree group based watermarking using energy
modulation and consistency check (WW-EMCC) is proposed in this study which not only
resists the cryptanalysis attacks but also provides the dual function of choices for blind (WW-
EMCCB) and non-blind (WW-EMCCN) watermark embedding. The essence of WW-EMCC
design is to embed the watermark in the tree group coefficients as well as the relationship
between the tree groups. Such approach extends the bilateral modulation into higher dimension
of modulation and increase the robustness of security. In addition, WW-EMCC can even be
modified as a captioning watermarking with lossless image quality which integrates
watermarking and cryptography for copyright protection. This study has performed intensive
comparison for the proposed scheme with WTQ, MWTQ and WTGM under various geomet-
ric and nongeometric attacks. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed tech-
nique yields better performance with higher degree of robustness.

Keywords Watermarking .Wavelet tree quantization .Wavelet Transform

1 Introduction

As digital images are widely available online or elsewhere, and because they are easy to be
modified, necessary works are required to protect the copyright and the verification of the
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embedded genuine information. Conventional cryptographic systems permit only valid prin-
cipals (key holders) access to encrypted data. Once such digital data are decrypted, there is no
way to track their reproductions or retransmissions. Over the last decade, digital watermarking
[8] has been presented to complement cryptographic protection mechanisms and received
significant attraction [9] due to the popularity of the Internet and demands for the ownership
protection.

Among different categories of researches for digital watermarking, robust invisible image
watermarking embeds the secret information into digital images without scarifying the image
fidelity and the watermarked images are visibly identical to the original cover images. Such
approach provides a wider application empirically since the technique is very crucial to
counteract the various attacks of unauthorized modification. Therefore, the robust invisible
watermarking plays an important role for effective copyright protection and ownership
verification since robust watermarks could be resilient to many image processing operations.

Image watermarking schemes can be classified into two categories depending on the
domain of watermark insertion and retrieval, i.e., the luminance intensity in the spatial domain
[5, 9] and the transform coefficient magnitude in the frequency domain. [2, 10, 11, 21, 22, 24,
29, 30, 33]. Spatial domain watermarking embeds information by directly modifying the value
of image pixels, e.g., replacing the least significant bit (LSB) of image pixels with a binary
pseudorandom noise (PN) sequence as watermark information. However, spatial domain
watermarking is prone to be removed or modified and generally less robust than frequency
domain watermarking.

The basic idea of frequency domain watermarking is to modify frequency coefficients after
a proper transform, such as the DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform), DFT (Discrete Fourier
Transform), DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform). Because frequency-domain watermarking
schemes tend to achieve both perceptual transparency and robustness requirements, various
related algorithms have been developed [2, 8, 10, 11, 21, 22, 24, 29, 30, 33].

An et al. [4] developed a pragmatic framework for RRW (robust reversible watermarking)
via clustering and EPWM (enhanced pixel-wise masking). On the other hand, histogram-based
lossless data embedding [14] is secure for copyright protection if side information transmission
is available. Feature-based image watermarking scheme [15] which aims to survive various
geometric distortion also have attracted attention for researchers. Ritchey and Rego [25]
presented a stego-system which generates stego-objects using context sensitive tiling. Huang
and Fang [16] integrate the EXIF metadata of images and error-control codes with
watermarking for copyright protection of images. Chan at al. [6] present a user-friendly system
based on the use of JPEG- LS median edge predictor to determine the prime number for each
block.

Most frequency-domain watermarking schemes are based on the additive spread-spectrum
method, which is inspired by the spread-spectrum modulation technique in digital communi-
cation systems. The spread-spectrum watermarking scheme can resist more serious content
distortion. Cox et al. [8] proposed a global DCT-based spread spectrum approach to hide
watermarks. The frequency domain of the image or sound is viewed as a communication
channel, and correspondingly, the watermark is viewed as a signal that is transmitted through
it. The watermark is spread over many frequency bins so that the energy in any one bin is very
small and certainly undetectable.

Langelaar and Lagendijk [21] introduced the DEW (Differential Energy Watermarking)
algorithm for JPEG/MPEG streams in the DCT domain. The DEWalgorithm embeds label bits
(the watermark) by selectively discarding high frequency DCT coefficients in certain image
regions. Das, Maitra and Mitra had presented a successful cryptanalysis against the DEW
scheme in [10] and proposed a more robust scheme.
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On the other hand, Wang and Lin [33] introduced the technique of WTQ (Wavelet Tree
Quantization) in the DWT domain. The wavelet coefficients are grouped into so-called super
trees. The wavelet tree based watermarking algorithm embeds watermark bits by selectively
quantizing the super trees (such action can be categorized as unilateral modulation). Even if the
attacker has no knowledge of which two trees are used for embedding, he can still quantize
those super trees that are not quantized earlier with respect to the estimated quantization
indices. Das and Maitra had presented how this could be accomplished in [11] by using
cryptanalysis approach to attack WTQ. Since the weakness of WTQ could not provide the
security promise of watermarking, Das and Maitra [11] had proposed a modified WTQ
(MWTQ) algorithm which essentially used the positive and negative modulation (bilateral
modulation) [22] to embed the watermark instead of quantization to defy the cryptanalysis
attack. In general, the MWTQ scheme is similar to the wavelet tree group modulation
(WTGM) [29, 30] technique which not only adopts the sum-of-subsets strategy [21] to
efficiently group the wavelet trees but also further uses the contrast sensitive function (CSF)
[17] and noise visibility function (NVF) [32] of human visual system for the better visual
quality of the watermarked image. Another study of wavelet watermarking called ABW-TMD
from [2] applied the wavelet tree mutual difference where the total embedding error is
minimized by investigating which tree pairs will be allowed to embed the watermark bit and
the embedding position will be saved as a sequential value in a private key. Even this design
shows superior results to resist various image processing attacks than WTQ, the existence of
the private key containing the watermark embedding location indicates such watermarking
technique can not be categorized as “blind” watermarking approach. In summery, MWTQ,
WTGM and ABW-TME all need the storage of the wavelet tree grouping information to
extract the watermark which makes the algorithms essentially not blind and hinders the general
use practically.

Furthermore, it is possible to extend the bilateral modulation into higher dimensional
modulation for watermark embedding in order to increase the robustness of security under
cryptanalysis. Therefore, this study investigates how to embed the watermark in the tree group
coefficients as well as the relationship between the tree groups. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed WW-EMCC watermarking method is
introduced and explained in details. The experimental results and discussion are given in
Section 3. Conclusion is in Section 4.

2 The proposed watermarking algorithm: WW-EMCC

In this study, we propose the tree group based wavelet watermarking using energy
modulation and consistency check (WW-EMCC). The proposed WW-EMCC contains
dual mode: one mode is the blind watermarking where the tree group information will
not be needed (called WW-EMCCB) and the other one is the non-blind watermarking
where the tree group information can be stored as the key (called WW-EMCCN). For
comparison purpose, both modes will be introduced and their performance will be
illustrated in Sec. 3.

2.1 WW-EMCCB concept and procedures

The host image is first applied by 4 level DWT transform as shown in Fig. 1 and collocate
coefficients in Ci,j, where i={2, 3, 4} and j={1, 2, 3}, to form the groups in Fig. 1. A tree has
21 coefficients: 1 coefficient from level-4, 4 coefficients from level-3, and 16 coefficients from
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level-2. Let us define the energy gr of a tree r as the sum of absolute value of all the 21 wavelet
coefficients of that tree and their relationship is defined in Eq. (1).

gr ¼
X
j¼1

21

xrj

��� ��� ð1Þ

After building trees, the tree groups are randomly permuted by a permutation π prior to the
construction of supertrees and theπis a secret information to the owner. Therefore the ordering
of the trees is as gπ(1), gπ(2), …, gπ(4n) where 4n is the total number of available tree groups.
Assume a supertree consists of l trees and energy βk of supertree Tk is the sum of the
constituent tree group energy, i.e.

βk ¼
X
i¼1

l

gπ k −1ð Þlþi½ � ð2Þ

Assume there are two supertrees T1, T2, and their energies are β1, β2 respectively. If β1≥β2
before the attack, the energy relationship after attack could be β1≥β2 or β1 < β2. The larger
difference between β1 and β2 is, the change of β1 and β2 relationship would be less possible. In
order to embed the watermark effectively, modulation of T1, T2 is necessary. In addition, the
relationship of T1, T2 can be used for verification. Therefore, another supertree pairs can be
modified to enclose this checking data so WW-EMCC utilizes the positive and negative modula-
tion analysis in [22] to embed the watermark not only in the tree group coefficients but also the
relationship between tree groups. Under such consideration, four supertrees Tk, Tk+1, Tk+2, Tk+3
will be randomly selected and their energies are βk, βk+1, βk+2, βk+3 respectively. Those four
supertrees are arranged into two pairs based on their energy difference. From the calculation of
min{|βk - βk+1|,|βk+2 - βk+3|}, WW-EMCC calls the supertree pair with minimum difference value
theMST (Modulated Supertrees), and the other supertree pair is called CST (Check Supertrees). As
named above, the supertrees of MST will be used for modulation purpose and supertrees of the
CST will be applied for checking the energy-modulated direction. The reason to modulate MST
pair is to embed the watermark efficiently since the difference of MST pair is smaller than the one
between CST pair. On the other hand, the checking information will be enclosed in CST pair
because their difference is larger than MST pair.

Herewe define the difference ofMST pair asMSDV (modulated supertree difference value),
and the difference of CST pair as CSDV (checking supertree difference value). MSDV and

1,2C

2,2C
3,2C

3,3C 2,3C
1,3C

3,4C 2,4C
14 ,C

2,1C3,1C

1,1C

Fig. 1 Image after four-level
wavelet decomposition
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CSDVare either positive or negative. The polarity of multiplication of MSDVand CSDV will
be verified in order to embed the watermark bits since the watermark sequence is a binary PN
(±1) sequence of watermark bits. While watermark=1, we want to make MSDV×CSDV>0
(i.e. βk > βk+1 and βk+2 > βk+3 or βk < βk+1 and βk+2 < βk+3). While watermark=−1, we want
MSDV×CSDV≤0 (i.e. βk ≥ βk+1 and βk+2 ≤ βk+3 or βk ≤ βk+1 and βk+2 ≥ βk+3). If the
modulation of MST is robust enough and the CSDV is also large enough, the energy relation-
ship before and after attack among supertrees should be remained the same and we call this is
the consistency check. This is the reason that we are using energy modulation and consistency
check for watermarking. The detailed watermark embedding procedures of WW-EMCC B are
following and the flow chart of watermark embedding procedures is shown in Fig. 2:

& WW-EMCCB watermark embedding algorithm:

1. Seed Generation. (Generate a seed by mapping a signature/text through a one-way
deterministic function. Obtain a PN sequence ω of length Nw using the seed.)

2. Wavelet decomposition of the host image. (Compute wavelet coefficients of a host image
by the pyramidal decomposition structure.)

3. Supertree construction. (Group the coefficients to form trees and every l trees will be used
to construct a supertree in pseudorandom manner using the seed generated in step 1.)

4. For each watermark bit wk (k=0 ; k<Nw – 1; k=k+4)

a. Select the super trees Tk, Tk+1, Tk+2, Tk+3 to embed watermark bit wk.
b. Compute the energy βk, βk+1, βk+2, βk+3 of Tk, Tk+1, Tk+2, Tk+3 respectively.
c. Get MSTk (Modulated Supertrees) tree pair from min{|βk - βk+1|,|βk+2 - βk+3|} and the

other supertree pair CSTk (Check Supertrees).
d. IF (wk=1) then

IF CSDVk > 0
IF MSDVk<= 0 , then continue.
Else modulate the supertree pair of MSTk to make MSDVk<0 by the modulation
format II.
ELSE
IF CSDVk>0
IF MSDVk<= 0, then continue.
Else modulate the supertree pair of MSTk to make MSDVk <0 by the modulation
format II.

ELSE
IF CSDVk > 0

IF MSDVk>0 , then continue.
Else modulate the supertree pair of MSTk to make MSDVk>0 by the modulation
format I.

5. Go to step 4 if k<Nw – 1.
6. Image reconstruction. (Pass the modified wavelet coefficients through the inverse DWT to

obtain a watermarked image.)

Remarks:

1. Modulation format I:
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If two supertrees in MST pair are Ta and Tb, their sum of energy relationship is βb >

βa. What we need to do is to make βb < βa. Therefore, we define v ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βb=βa

p þΔ , Δ

Host image

Supertree Generation

MSDVk x CSDVk

>0?

MSDVk x CSDVk

≤0?

Inverse DWT

Random

Seed

CSTk MSTk

Four Supertree Tk, Tk+1, Tk+2, Tk+3

Selection

Min{|ßk-ßk+1|,

|ßk+2-ßk+3|}

Modulate MSTk, so

MSDVk x CSDVk ≤0

Modulate MSTk, so

MSDVk xCSDVk >0

DWT

Watermarked image

PN-codeW

Hash

Function

Meaningful signature

or text

K=K+4

K<Nw-1
Yes

wk=1?
YesNo

No Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Fig. 2 Flow chart of watermark embedding for WW-EMCCB
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is the control variable. For wavelet coefficient x ∈ Ta, x=x×v and for wavelet coefficient
x ∈ Tb, x=x/v.

2. Modulation format II:

If two supertrees in MST pair are Ta and Tb, their sum of energy relationship is βb < βa.

What we need to do is to make βb > βa. Therefore, we define v ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
βb=βa

p þΔ , Δ is the
control variable. For wavelet coefficient x ∈ Ta, x=x/v and for wavelet coefficient x ∈
Tb, x=x×v.

For watermarking extraction, WW-EMCCB only needs the random seed to rebuild
supertrees. After supertrees are reconstructed, the polarity of (βk − βk+1)×(βk+2 − βk+3) value
is examined to verify the watermark bit. If (β’k – β’k+1)×(β’k+2 – β’k+3) > 0, the
value of watermark bit=1. Otherwise, watermark bit=−1. To quantify the existence of
the watermark after all watermark bits are extracted from the decoder (wk

′ ), the
normalized correlation (NC) coefficient [33] will be examined in order to identify
the existence of the watermark.

3. Analysis of the probability of false positive [20]:

A given watermark is detected if the correlation of the extracted watermark with the given
watermark is above a pre-specified threshold. More precisely, the watermark detection condi-
tion is given by

ρ ω;ϖð Þ ¼ Σω nð Þϖ nð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Σω2 nð Þp ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Σϖ2 nð Þp ≥T ð3Þ

Where ω is the given watermark, ϖ is the extracted one, and T is a pre-specified threshold.
The quantity ρ (ω,ϖ) is known as the correlation coefficient between the given and extracted
watermarks.

Here we provide the analysis to estimates the probability of a false positive (i.e., false
watermark detection) for the proposed technique. Here we define the probability of false
watermark detection as

Pfp ¼ P ρ ω;ϖð Þ≥T no markjf g; ð4Þ

Where P{A|B} is the probability of event A given event B. We can rewrite ρ (ω,ϖ) as

ρ ω;ϖð Þ ¼ Σω nð Þϖ nð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Σω2 nð Þp ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Σϖ2 nð Þp ¼ Σω nð Þϖ nð Þ
Νw

ð5Þ

Since ω(n) andϖ(n) are either one or negative one, and subsequently ω2(n) =ϖ2(n) =1 and
index n ranges from 1 to Nw. Let pE be the probability of bit error during extraction. A bit error
occurs when ϖ(n)≠ω(n) or more specifically, when ϖ(n)=−ω(n) (since ω(n),ϖ(n)∈{−1,1}).
If we let κ(n)=ω(n)ϖ(n), then κ(n)=−1 indicates a bit error and κ(n)=1 indicates no error. We
may rewrite the expression for ρ and Pfp in terms of κ(n) as

ρ ω;ϖð Þ ¼ Σω nð Þϖ nð Þ
Νw

¼ Σκ nð Þ
Νw

ð6Þ
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and

Pfp ¼ P ∑κ nð Þ≥NwT
���no mark

n o
ð7Þ

respectively. Since κ(n)∈{−1,1}, it can be shown that ∑κ(n) must take on discrete values
on the set {−Nw,−Nw+2,−Nw+4,…,Nw−4,Nw−2,−Nw}, or ∑κ(n)=−Nw+2m, where m=0,1,
…,Nw. Thus, we find that

Pfp ¼ P ∑κ nð Þ≥NwT
���no mark

n o
¼ Σ

Nw

m¼ Nw Tþ1ð Þ=2d e
P Σκ nð Þ ¼ −Nw þ 2m

���no mark
n o

ð8Þ

Where P{Σκ(n)=−Nw+2m |no mark} is the probability that the series {κ(n)} contains m
ones and Nw−m negative ones. The lower bound is ∑κ(n)=NwT which can derive the
probability of lower bound based on the summation for m=⌈Nw(T+1)/2⌉. Therefore,

Pfp ¼ P ∑κ nð Þ ¼ −Nw þ 2m
���no mark

n o
¼ Nw

m

� �
pNw−m
E 1−pEð Þm ð9Þ

Where pE is the probability that κ(n)=−1 and
Nw

m

� �
¼ Nw!

m! Nw−mð Þ! . Since we are given

that no watermark is embedded, we can assume that the extracted markϖ consist of a series of
random independent equally probable value from the set {−1,1}. Thus, pE=0.5. Substituting
into Eqs. (8) and (9),

Pfp ¼ Σ
Nw

m¼ Nw Tþ1ð Þ=1½ �
Nw

m

� �
0:5Nw ð10Þ

Given a desired probability of false alarm, we can set the threshold T using Eq. (10). As the
length of the watermark increases, the probability of false detection decreases for a fixed
threshold. The choice of threshold should be a function of Nw and must be application-
dependent.

The normalized correlation coefficient value is within −1 and 1. The existence decision is
“yes” if ρ (ω,ϖ) and “no” if ρ (ω,ϖ) < T. The threshold T is chosen based on the probability of
false positive error PfP from (10). Given the reasonable assumption, PE=0.5 and Nw =512 as
the watermark length, T is chosen to be 0.23 while Pfp will be as low as 1.03×10−7. That
means the appropriate T will be selected to meet the requirement given a false positive
probability. If watermark length is decreased from 512 to 64, the threshold T should be
increased in order to maintain a low false positive probability PfP. Under such circumstance,
T will be selected as 0.5 to achieve Pfp as low as 3.86×10−5. Those values will be applied in
Sec. 3 for experimental demonstration.

4. Watermark capacity analysis:

For the proposed WW-EMCC watermarking algorithm, a tree has 21 coefficients after 4
level wavelet pyramidal decomposition which forms the super tree T and the algorithm
randomly selects 4 super trees T k, T k+1, Tk+2, T k+3 to embed each watermark bit wk. For
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the 512×512 host image, there are total of 3×322=3072 trees and 3072/4=768 bits can be
embedded. In WTQ, two tree groups to from a super trees and each watermark bit is embedded
using two super trees. For the 512×512 host image, the maximum number of watermark bits
that can be embedded is thus 1536/2=768 [33]. The difference between WTQ, MWTQ and
WTGM is that the super tree selection in WTQ is random but the selection in MWTQ and
WTGM is based on the sorting of the energy summation through the trees. Therefore, MWTQ
and WTGM need the record of the super tree ordering [11, 30] which also has the same
maximum number of embedding watermark bits. In summary, the most possible watermark
capacity is 768 for WW-EMCC which is equivalent to the maximum number of embedding
watermark bits for WTQ [33], MWTQ [11] and WTGM [30] algorithms. Thus, WW-EMCC,
WTQ, MWTQ and WTGM algorithms all have the same maximum watermark capacity
through the design.

The detailed watermark extraction procedures of WW-EMCC B are following and the flow
chart of watermark extraction is shown in Fig. 3:

& WW-EMCCB watermark extraction algorithm:

1. Seed Generation. (Generate a seed by mapping a signature/text through a one-way
deterministic function. Obtain a PN sequence W of length Nw using the seed.).

2. Tree construction from the watermarked image. (Compute wavelet coefficients of a
received host image by the pyramidal decomposition structure. Group the coefficients to
form trees and every l trees will be used to constructed a supertree in pseudorandom
manner using the seed generated in step 1.)

3. For each watermark bit w’k (k=0 ; k<Nw – 1; k=k+4)

a. compute the energy β’k, β’k+1, β’k+2, β’k+3 of T’k, T’k+1, T’k+2, T’k+3 espectively.
b. If (β’k – β’k+1)×(β’k+2 – β’k+3) > 0, wk

' =1

Else wk
′ =−1

4. Go to step 3 if k<Nw – 1.
5. Using Eq. 3 to compute the normalized correlation coefficient ρ.
6. If ρ is above the threshold T, the watermark W exists; otherwise, it does not exist.

2.2 WW-EMCCN concept and procedures

Since WW-EMCCN allows the existence of the supertree group information during
watermark extraction as a private key, it provides the freedom to select the supertrees
during watermark embedding. Thus the energy of the supertrees can be calculated in
advance and the supertree can be numbered in a descending order as T0, T1, T2, …
and β0≥β1≥β2≥β3 …respectively. The information about the ordered supertrees is
stored in a location list λ. λ0 contains the tree information of the largest supertree, λ1
contains the tree information of the next largest supertree, … etc. During the water-
mark embedding procedure, a key list Φ will store the tree information from location
list λ and Φ0 will contain the first suptertree group information, Φ1 will contain the
next supertree group information, …etc.

In order to embed each watermark bit, WW-EMCCN random select the super trees from the
location list λ sequentially. Suppose the selected supertees are Ta, Tb, Tc, Td and a<b<c<d.
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Therefore, the tree information about Ta, Tb, Tc, Td will be recorded to a key list Φ from
location list λ during the watermark embedding procedure and the group information of Ta, Tb,
Tc, Td will be removed from the location list λ. Since the energy relationship of supertree pair
will disclose what the watermark bit is, some supertree order will be modified based
on the polarity of the watermark bit. Based on such fact, the energy modulation in

DWT

Test image

Extraction of watermark bit w 'k

Normalized correlation

ρ > ρT

The watermark exists.
The watermark does not

exist.

Supertree Generation
Random

Seed

Four supertrees T 'k, T 'k+1, T 'k+2, T 'k+3
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If (ß'k-ß'k+1)x(ß'k+2-ß'k+3)>0

w 'k=-1 w 'k=1

PN-code W

Meaningful
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or text
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Function
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No

No

ρ

Fig. 3 Flow chart of watermark extraction for WW-EMCCB
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WW-EMCCB is not needed at all for WW-EMCCN procedures. The cover image can
even remain the same without any change which we call this is the lossless
watermarking for WW-EMCCN.

After all watermark bits are embedded, the key list Φ will store the rest of tree information
from the location list λ if there are still supertees left without watermark embedding. Accord-
ingly, the key list Φ will later be used as a private key during the watermark extraction since it
enclose all the supertree grouping information. The detailed watermark embedding procedures
of WW-EMCCN are as following:

& WW-EMCCN watermark embedding algorithm:

1. Seed generation. (Generate a seed by mapping a signature/text through a one-way
deterministic function. Obtain a PN sequence W of length Nw using the seed.)

2. Wavelet decomposition of the host image. (Compute wavelet coefficients of a host image
by the pyramidal decomposition structure. Group the coefficients to form trees and every l
trees will be used to construct a supertree in pseudorandom manner using the seed
generated in step 1.)

3. Supertree ordering. (Order the supertrees in a descending order based on the energy
summation of the supertree wavelet coefficients. The information about the ordered
supertrees is stored in a location list λ.)

4. For each watermark bit wk (k=0 ; k<Nw – 1; k=k+4)
a. Randomly select 4 super trees from the location list λ sequentially. Assume the

selected supertees are Ta, Tb, Tc, Td and a<b<c<d.
b. IF (wk=1)

IF Rand() % 2=0 then
Store the group information of Ta from location list of λ to Φk.
Store the group information of Tb from location list of λ to Φk+2.
Store the group information of Tc from location list of λ to Φk+1.
Store the group information of Td from location list of λ to Φk+3.

ELSE
Store the group information of Ta from location list of λ to Φk+2.
Store the group information of Tb from location list of λ to Φk.
Store the group information of Tc from location list of λ to Φk+3.
Store the group information of Td from location list of λ to Φk+1.

ELSE
IF Rand() % 2=0 then
Store the group information of Ta from location list of λ to Φk.
Store the group information of Tb from location list of λ to Φk+2.
Store the group information of Tc from location list of λ to Φk+3.
Store the group information of Td from location list of λ to Φk+1.

ELSE
Store the group information of Ta from location list of λ to Φk+2.
Store the group information of Tb from location list of λ to Φk.
Store the group information of Tc from location list of λ to Φk+1.
Store the group information of Td from location list of λ to Φk+3.

c. Remove the group information of Ta, Tb, Tc, Td from the location list λ.
5. Go to step 4 if k<Nw – 1.
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6. Image Reconstruction. (Pass the modified wavelet coefficients through the inverse DWT
to obtain a watermarked image.)

Remarks:
While location list λ is not empty, the key list Φ will store the rest of tree information from

the location list λ since there are still supertees left without watermark embedding. Use the key
list Φ during the watermark extraction as a private key. Pass the modified wavelet coefficients
through the inverse DWT to obtain a watermarked image. Through the steps of WW-EMCCN,
the watermarked image is actually identical to the original cover image since there is no
coefficient change procedure. Some researchers may criticize whether such a design is the
watermarking algorithm or not if the cover image is not modified. To satisfy such the
requirement, we can easily adjust WW-EMCCB into a lossy version of WW-EMCCN. The
procedures are following:

& Lossy version of WW-EMCCN algorithm:

1. Seed Generation. (Generate a seed by mapping a signature/text through a one-way
deterministic function. Obtain a PN sequence ω of length Nw using the seed.)

2. Wavelet decomposition of the host image. (Compute wavelet coefficients of a host image
by the pyramidal decomposition structure.)

3. Supertree ordering. (Order the supertrees in a descending order based on the energy
summation of the supertree wavelet coefficients. The information about the ordered
supertrees is stored in a location list λ.)

4. For each watermark bit wk (k=0 ; k<Nw – 1; k=k+4)

a. Sequentially select 4 super trees Tk, Tk+1, Tk+2, Tk+3 to embed watermark bit wk.

b. c. d. are the same steps as 4.b, 4.c, 4.d of WW-EMCCB.

5. same as step 5–6 of WW-EMCCB

Therefore, the lossy version of WW-EMCCN will go through the modulation procedures as
WW-EMCCB. The location list λ will be the private key during the watermark extraction.
However, the benefit of the supertree sorting will make the minimum change during the
modulation for each supertree pair and also improve the robustness for the watermarked
images under attacks.

In addition, the lossless and lossy version of WW-EMCCN use the same watermark
extraction algorithm where the only difference is the private key. The private key for lossless
version of WW-EMCCN is the key list Φ and lossy version of WW-EMCCN use the location
list λ. The detailed watermark extraction procedures of WW-EMCC N are as follows.

& WW-EMCCN watermark extraction algorithm:

1. Seed generation. (Generate a seed by mapping a signature/text through a one-way
deterministic function. Obtain a PN sequence W of length Nw using the seed.)

2. Wavelet coefficient reconstruction. (Compute the wavelet coefficients of a received host
image by the pyramidal decomposition structure.)

3. Tree grouping. (Group the coefficients to form trees using the private key during the
watermark embedding.)
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4. For each watermark bit wk
′ (k=0 ; k<Nw – 1; k=k+4)

a. Select the supertrees T’k, T’k+1, T’k+2, T’k+3 and compute the energy β’k, β’k+1, β’k+2,
β’k+3 respectively using the private key.

b. If (β’k – β’k+1)×(β’k+2 – β’k+3) > 0, wk
′ =1

Else wk
′ =−1

5. Go to step 3 if k<Nw – 1.
6. Using Eq. 3 to compute the normalized correlation coefficient ρ.
7. If ρ is above the threshold T, the watermark W exists; otherwise, it does not exist.

3 Experiments and discussion

WW-EMCC can provide either a blind or a non-blind version of watermarking technique. To
be honest, it is unfair to compare the robustness under attacks between the blind watermarking
technique and the non-blind watermarking method. The reason is that the non-blind
watermarking method has the advantage of the side information to preserve more information
and can provide better robustness over the blind watermarking technique. In essence, MWTQ
[11] and WTGM [30] rely on the tree group ordering information for watermark extraction so
both of them are non-blind watermarking techniques. Since the proposed WW-EMCC algo-
rithm is a new approach for both the blind and the non-blind watermarking methods, this
research does extensive studies to compare MWTQ, WTGM with WW-EMCCN for the non-
blind watermarking method, and compare WTQ with WW-EMCCB for the blind
watermarking method.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we have investigated the results of the
proposed techniques for a wide range of image databases including [13, 19, 31]. The
performance under proposed WW-EMCC achieves very good robustness against attacks.
The authors really like to demonstrate the testing results using the images within those
databases. However, it would be very controversial by the selection of the particular images
which may be criticized for favoring the proposed WW-EMCC algorithm. Under such
circumstance, the authors have no choice but to provide the testing results in details by using
the well known images like Lena, Goldhill and Peppers from [31]. The selected images have
different statistics. Lena combines uniform areas with texture and Goldhill contains mainly
texture with different structure. Thus, Peppers have very large uniform areas, texture and rather
moderate contrast within the object. All of the three test images are very often used in the
literatures which provide benchmark testing statistics for the fair comparison. The 512×512
Lena, Goldhill and Peppers images with 8 bits/pixel resolution are illustrated in Fig. 4. for
watermarking. In order to make the fair comparison, all the watermarked images will be set at
the same PSNR values while the watermark length is different. Therefore, the PSNR values of
Lena, Goldhill and Peppers are 38.2, 38.7 and 39.8 dB respectively for watermark length of
512 from [33] and 40.73, 41.10 and 40.46 dB respectively for watermark length of 64 from
[11]. For example, the Δ setting of WW-EMCCB and lossy version WW-EMCCN for Lena,
Goldhill and Peppers are tabulated in Table 1 for 512 bit watermark length. Table 1 tabulates
all the delta values for WW-EMCC which explain how to get the same image quality for the
fair comparison with WTQ, MWTQ and WTGM algorithms. Through the watermark extrac-
tion description in Sec. 2, there is no need for delta values during the extraction steps for either
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WW-EMCCB or WW-EMCCN algorithms. Thus, the delta values are not preserved for
watermark extraction which is the simplicity of the algorithm and applicable for practical
usage. The detection threshold T of NC is chosen to be 0.23 as same as in [11, 30, 33] for 512
bit watermarks. However, [11] did not perform the NC analysis and T of NC should be 0.5 for
64 bit watermarks. The reason is explained in Sec. 2’s remarks.

While the data in the tables with dark background means the NC values are below the
threshold and the watermarks cannot be detected through the watermark detection procedures.
All the results from common image processing attacks, geometric attacks and security measure
will be tabulated for illustration purpose. Due to many experimental comparisons are per-
formed in this study with limited space, we will illustrate the data as much as possible for
demonstration purpose. Several symbols are used in The TABLEs where M represents MWTQ
method, G represents WTGMmethod, Q represents WTQ method, B represents WW-EMCCB

method and N represents WW-EMCCN method respectively.

3.1 Common image processing attacks

3.1.1 JPEG compression attacks

In this experiment, we perform JPEG compression with different quality factors (QF) on the
watermarked images. The extracted results and NC values are depicted in Table 2. From these
results, WW-EMCCB and WW-EMCCN have almost the same performance as MWTQ and
WTGMwhile the watermark length is 64 bits. For watermark length is 512 bits, WW-EMCCN

is comparable with MWTQ and WTGM, and WW-EMCCB outperforms WTQ in most of the
settings. From Table 2, the extracted watermarks are with relatively high-NC values and the
embedded watermark can be still detected even QF is equal to 30.

Fig. 4 Classical graylevel test images: (a) Lena, (b) Goldhill and (c)Peppers

Table 1 Δ Setting of WW-EMCC for Lena, Goldhill and Pepper images with 512 bit watermark length

Lena Goldhill Peppers

PSNR 38.2dB 38.7dB 39.8dB

WW-EMCCB Δ =0.35 Δ =0.45 Δ =0.20

WW-EMCCN Δ =0.15 Δ =0.15 Δ =0.13
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3.1.2 JPEG 2000 compression attacks

For JPEG 2000 compression, the software from [18] is applied and the experimental results of
64 bit watermark length are tabulated in Table 3. The settings are at 100:1, 100:2, 100:5, 100:7
and 100:9 compression ratios for Lena, Goldhill and Peppers images respectively. From
Table 3, they are all with relatively high NC values even at the compression ratio of 100:1
for WW-EMCCB. Apparently, the results of WW-EMCCB are comparable to those of MWTQ
under JPEG 2000 compression attack.

Table 2 Correlation coefficient ρ upon attacks of JPEG compression with quality factor of 90, 70, 50, 40, 30
with different watermark length (a) Lena (b) Goldhill (c) Peppers

64 bits 512 bits

QF MWTQ WW-EMCC MWTQ WTGM WTQ WW-EMCC

Blind Non-Blind Blind Non-Blind

(a)

90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00

70 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.57 0.85 1.00

50 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.26 0.67 1.00

40 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.96 0.23 0.60 1.00

30 0.96 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.95 0.15 0.52 1.00

(b)

90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00

70 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.92 1.00

50 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.71 0.87 1.00

40 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.52 0.83 1.00

30 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.95 0.23 0.75 1.00

(c)

90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00

70 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.97 0.85 1.00

50 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.94 0.70 0.68 1.00

40 0.96 0.93 1.00 0.95 0.90 0.54 0.62 1.00

30 0.93 0.93 1.00 0.92 0.83 0.34 0.47 1.00

Table 3 Correlation coefficient ρ upon attacks of JPEG 2000 compression with 64 bit watermark length (where
M represents MWTQ method, B represents WW-EMCCB method and N represents WW-EMCCN method)

Lena Goldhill Peppers

Setting M B N M B N M B N

0.01 0.59 0.59 0.84 0.50 0.53 0.65 0.40 0.65 0.84

0.02 0.81 0.84 0.96 0.78 0.71 0.93 0.79 0.84 0.96

0.05 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.98 0.96 1.00

0.07 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.90 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00

0.09 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00
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3.1.3 SPIHT compression attacks

SPIHT (Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees) is an image compression algorithm that
exploits the inherent similarities across subbands in a wavelet decomposition of an
image. It implies uniform quantization and bit allocation applied after wavelet decom-
position. Table 4 shows the extracted NC values between original watermark and
extraction watermark for 512 bit watermark length. Since the results from MWTQ are
not available from [11], the results of WTQ and WTGM are tabulated instead. From
these results, we can see that results of WW-EMCCB and WW-EMCCN can tolerate
the incidental distortions induced by high-quality SPIHT compression but WTQ can
not.

3.1.4 Spatial-domain image processing attacks

Several spatial-domain image processing attacks include median filtering, Gaussian filtering,
sharpening, contrast enhancement, and brightness enhancement are performed and the NC
values are depicted in Table 5. For all cases, the watermark information therein can be
successfully recognized and the proposed algorithms outperform the WTQ, MWTQ and
WTGM schemes with relatively high-NC values.

3.2 Geometric attacks

3.2.1 Rotation attacks (Rotation and Scaling)

The attack is done by rotating the image by a small angle, scaling the rotated image, and
cropping the scaled image to the original image size. StirMark [27] software is adopted here
for this attack since it provides the described testing functions. In addition, the rotation
operation (including scaling and cropping during the rotation) is performed by StirMark
automatically. Accordingly, StirMark software is applied for WTQ, MWTQ, WTGM and
WW-EMCC respectively. Since the parameters of scaling and cropping during the rotation are
image dependent, only the final normalized correlation values are tabulated in Table 6 to avoid
too many parameters in the tables.

Table 4 CORRELATion coefficient ρ upon attacks of SPIHT compression with 512 bit watermark length
(where Q represents WTQ method, G represents WTGM method, B represents WW-EMCCB method and N
represents WW-EMCCN method)

Lena Goldhill Peppers

Bit rate Q G B N Q G B N Q G B N

0.1 NA NA 0.68 0.96 NA NA 0.68 0.62 NA NA 0.71 0.93

0.2 NA NA 0.90 1.0 NA NA 0.81 0.96 NA NA 0.84 1.0

0.3 0.21 0.96 0.93 1.0 −0.06 0.95 0.87 1.0 0.36 0.64 0.96 1.0

0.4 0.41 0.98 1.0 1.0 0.02 0.97 0.90 1.0 0.66 0.98 1.0 1.0

0.5 0.85 0.99 0.96 1.0 0.23 0.99 0.90 1.0 0.65 0.98 1.0 1.0

0.6 0.83 0.99 1.0 1.0 0.27 1.0 0.96 1.0 0.71 1.0 1.0 1.0

0.7 0.85 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.35 1.0 0.93 1.0 0.85 1.0 1.0 1.0
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The attacked results are given in Table 6 and wavelet tree based schemes are generally not very
robust against geometric attacks. From these results, we can see that WW-EMCCB and WW-
EMCCN algorithms can resist the rotation up to ±1° for all three images while watermark length is
64 bits,MWTQ fails to resist the rotation attack for all three images.While watermark length is 512
bits, MWTQ can resist the rotation up to ±1° for all three images but WW-EMCCB can not.
However, WW-EMCCN can resist the rotation up to ±3° for all three images which shows its
robustness is superior to MWTQ and WTGM.

3.3 Security measurement

3.3.1 Multiple watermarking

The attacker may apply one or more watermarks using the same wavelet tree watermarking
technique in an attempt to confuse the detector or to destroy the embedded watermark. Table 7
gives the results while the images are attacked through multiple watermarking. From the
statistics, the proposed scheme can resist up to four watermark attacks but WTQ can only resist

Table 5 Correlation coefficient ρ upon attacks of spatial-domain image processing with 64bit and 512 bit
watermark length (where M represents MWTQ method, G represents WTGM method, Q represents WTQ
method, B represents WW-EMCCB method and N represents WW-EMCCN method)

64 bits 512 bits

M B N M G Q B N

(a)

Median Filtering (2×2) 0.65 0.90 1.00 0.93 0.96 0.38 0.70 1.00

Median Filtering (3×3) 0.84 0.93 1.00 0.96 0.89 0.51 0.81 1.00

Median Filtering (4×4) 0.46 0.75 0.93 0.70 0.57 0.23 0.48 1.00

Gaussian Filtering 0.68 0.93 1.00 0.85 0.68 0.64 1.00 1.00

Sharpening 1.00 0.93 1.00 1.00 1.0 0.46 1.00 1.00

Contrast Enhancement (10%) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0 NA 1.00 1.00

Brightness Enhancement (10%) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0 NA 1.00 1.00

(b)

Median Filtering (2×2) 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.95 0.93 0.35 0.76 1.00

Median Filtering (3×3) 0.87 0.96 1.00 0.98 0.85 0.56 0.89 1.00

Median Filtering (4×4) 0.75 0.87 0.90 0.81 0.65 0.24 0.66 1.00

Gaussian Filtering 0.59 1.0 0.87 0.94 0.80 0.56 1.00 1.00

Sharpening 0.62 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0 0.39 1.00 1.00

Contrast Enhancement (10%) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0 NA 1.00 1.00

Brightness Enhancement (10%) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0 NA 1.00 1.00

(c)

Median Filtering (2×2) 0.87 0.84 0.96 0.86 0.81 0.46 0.50 1.00

Median Filtering (3×3) 1.00 0.93 1.00 0.97 0.64 0.71 0.58 1.00

Median Filtering (4×4) 0.68 0.84 0.90 0.71 0.56 0.25 0.35 1.00

Gaussian Filtering 0.68 0.94 1.00 0.76 0.42 0.74 1.00 1.00

Sharpening 0.96 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.0 0.62 1.00 1.00

Contrast Enhancement (10%) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0 NA 1.00 1.00

Brightness Enhancement (10%) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.0 NA 1.00 1.00
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up to three watermark attacks. Furthermore, WW-EMCCN can achieve higher NC values since
the tree group information is the private key during the watermark detection.

3.4 Complexity of WW-EMCC algorithm

The computation complexity of WW-EMCC is low from the view of mathematical analysis.
The whole complexity should be discussed for wavelet transform, tree energy sorting and
decision calculation respectively.

Suppose the synthesis filters are h (low-pass) and g (high-pass) for wavelet transform. Take
|h|=2N, |g|=2M, and assume M ≥ N. The cost of the standard algorithm for CDF 9/7 filters is
4(N+M)+2 and could be speeded up by the lifting algorithm in [12] to 2(N+M+2). The
computation of wavelet transform is linear time mathematics.

Table 6 Correlation coefficient ρ and watermark existence upon attacks of rotation, followed by scaling and
cropping to the original size with different watermark length. (a) Lena (b) Goldhill (c) Peppers

64 bits 512 bits

Rotation(。) MWTQ WW-EMCC MWTQ WTGM WTQ WW-EMCC

Blind Non-Blind Blind Non-Blind

(a)

−0.50 0.47 0.65 0.84 0.71 0.98 0.23 0.32 0.99

−0.75 0.37 0.65 0.65 0.52 0.95 0.24 0.16 0.98

−1.00 0.21 0.65 0.56 0.37 0.89 0.16 0.15 0.96

−3.00 0.0 0.15 0.28 0.14 0.23 NA 0.0 0.58

0.50 0.47 0.68 0.90 0.64 0.96 0.29 0.31 0.99

0.75 0.37 0.59 0.75 0.42 0.90 0.26 0.21 0.96

1.00 0.25 0.46 0.62 0.33 0.88 0.24 0.17 0.93

3.00 0.0 0.28 0.34 0.05 0.33 NA 0.0 0.52

(b)

−0.50 0.47 0.71 0.62 0.71 0.95 0.27 0.50 0.95

−0.75 0.37 0.71 0.50 0.56 0.89 0.25 0.53 0.93

−1.00 0.25 0.46 0.40 0.44 0.82 0.14 0.34 0.89

−3.00 0.0 0.12 0.28 0.00 0.24 NA 0.0 0.46

0.50 0.40 0.65 0.59 0.68 0.95 0.24 0.50 0.98

0.75 0.25 0.50 0.59 0.56 0.91 0.21 0.50 0.93

1.00 0.12 0.37 0.46 0.50 0.88 0.15 0.28 0.89

3.00 0.0 0.28 0.21 0.09 0.34 NA 0.0 0.52

(c)

−0.50 0.56 0.53 0.68 0.39 0.86 0.25 0.27 0.96

−0.75 0.37 0.59 0.53 0.30 0.80 0.25 0.25 0.95

−1.00 0.28 0.46 0.50 0.28 0.73 0.16 0.19 0.88

−3.00 0.0 0.15 0.09 0.09 0.20 0.0 0.0 0.41

0.50 0.50 0.59 0.71 0.44 0.86 0.30 0.28 0.95

0.75 0.25 0.37 0.56 0.35 0.80 0.26 0.26 0.93

1.00 0.18 0.37 0.40 0.26 0.76 0.17 0.15 0.84

3.00 0.0 0.09 −0.03 0.07 0.25 0.0 0.0 0.43
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WW-EMCCN needs the tree energy sorting calculation which can be implemented by
quicksort [26] to order the supertrees based on the tree energy to get such an arrangement
easily. Therefore, its time complexity requires only about (2+2ln2)R comparisons if R items are
sorted and the complexity of the quicksort-based selection is linear-time on the average [26].

The watermark decision procedure for (βk
′ −βk+1′ )×(βk+2

′ −βk+3′ )>0 is pure add, subtract and
comparison (there is actually no need to do the real multiplication since the decision is based on the
polarity of the multiplication and this can be done in linear time. ) From our simulation, the whole
loop of WW-EMCCN embedding and extraction under Intel Pentium 3.2G Hz, 1G RAM desktop
computer will need less than 2 seconds to complete for 512×512 testing images. ForWW-EMCCB,
the speed is even faster since less calculation is needed. In conclusion, the WW-EMCC complexity
is low and suitable for practical applications from the mathematical analysis and simulation results.

3.5 Discussion of WW-EMCCN scheme

Since there are two options (lossy and lossless version) of non-blind watermarking for WW-
EMCCN scheme, it is necessary to investigate their characteristics in order to compare the
difference with other techniques. For lossyWW-EMCCN, it is similar to non-blind technique of
MWTQ,WTGMandABW-TMEwhere the cover image is modified for watermark embedding
with private key kept secure for the watermark extraction. Therefore, the watermarked image is
different from the original image. On the other hand, the outcome of lossless WW-EMCCN is
identical to the original image and the private key includes detailed grouping information which
is similar to captioning watermarks mainly used for conveying side information [9]. According
to the conveyance of authentication data, it is categorized as labeling-based authentication
scheme that store the authentication data in a separate file. Consequently, the authentication data

Table 7 Correlation coefficient ρ and watermark existence upon attacks of multiple watermarking with 64bit
and 512 bit watermark length. (a) Lena (b) Goldhill (c) Peppers

64 bits 512 bits

No. MWTQ WW-EMCC MWTQ WTGM WTQ WW-EMCC

Blind Non-Blind Blind Non-Blind

(a)

1 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.99 0.96 0.65 0.72 1.00

2 0.87 0.87 1.00 0.82 0.86 0.41 0.58 1.00

3 0.75 0.75 1.00 0.71 0.73 0.27 0.45 1.00

4 0.62 0.75 1.00 0.65 0.62 0.11 0.36 1.00

(b)

1 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.79 0.77 1.00

2 0.87 0.59 1.00 0.87 0.86 0.45 0.59 1.00

3 0.75 0.68 1.00 0.78 0.77 0.31 0.48 1.00

4 0.62 0.65 1.00 0.73 0.74 0.18 0.37 1.00

(c)

1 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.80 0.67 1.00

2 0.93 0.78 1.00 0.84 0.84 0.53 0.51 1.00

3 0.84 0.81 1.00 0.77 0.73 0.31 0.41 1.00

4 0.87 0.68 1.00 0.64 0.75 0.22 0.32 1.00
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becomes the integral part of the original multimedia and must be transmitted securely [7].
Accordingly, WW-EMCCN has dual functions: watermark embedding and authentication
purposes under our design. However, only one watermark extraction procedure is required
for WW-EMCCB and WW-EMCCN with different parameters. The simplicity and elegance of
WW-EMCC algorithm is also unique which is new for watermarking techniques.

3.6 Human Visual System (HVS) study for WW-EMCC

Where to embed the watermark information in the wavelet domain is very critical for the
image quality of watermarked images. The compromise adopted by many DWT-based
watermarking algorithms is to embed the watermark in the middle wavelet subbands where
acceptable performance of imperceptibility and robustness could be achieved. This is moti-
vated by the following: i) The HVS is sensitive to changes in the lower frequencies as they are
associated to the more significant characteristics of the image. Hence embedding watermarks in
these areas may degrade the image significantly. ii) The higher frequencies subband coefficients
give the details of the image (texture and edges) but changes in the higher frequencies could be
easily eliminated through compression and noise attacks. Therefore, the watermark is
embedded by modifying the middle frequency coefficients of the host image in order to
provide suitable compromise between imperceptibility and robustness [1, 3].

For watermarked images, there has been a need for good metrics for image quality that
incorporates properties of the Human Visual System (HVS). The visibility thresholds of visual
signals are studied by psychovisual measurements to determine the thresholds. Mannos and
Sakrison originally presented a model of the contrast sensitive function (CSF) for luminance
(or grayscale) images in [23]. The knowledge from CSF can be used to develop a image
independent HVS model. CSF masking [17, 28] is one way to apply the CSF in the discrete
wavelet domain. CSF masking refers to the method of weighting the wavelet coefficients
according to their perceptual importance. Since WW-EMCC applies the modulation for trees
in different wavelet subband, it is an important issue to characterizes the local image properties
and identifies texture and edge regions. Future studies can apply the HVS model to determine
the optimal watermark locations and strength during the watermark embedding stage which
can provide a better visual effect of the watermarked image.

3.7 Summary

In general,WW-EMCCapplies the tree differencewith positive and negativemodulation instead of
quantization to embed the watermarks and the cryptanalysis-like attack for WTQ is not useful to
remove the watermark for WW-EMCC. From the tabulated results, WW-EMCC is very effective
in resisting compression and common signal processing attacks as well as cryptanalysis with
comparable performance to MWTQ and WTGM. Especially, the results of WW-EMCCN are
superior toMWTQ andWTGMwhile the private keys are involved. In summary,WW-EMCCN is
better thanWW-EMCCBsince global sorting of tree groupswithmodulationwill guarantee the best
choice among selections. Besides, non-blind watermarking techniques need to store the secret
information which addresses extra storage space and blind watermarking approaches are more
practically in use. In the mean time, WW-EMCCB is the best choice since for the blind
watermarking approach since it doesn’t need the side information during the watermark extraction.

The extended study should working on the design to efficiently reduce the extra cost with
sufficient security for WW-EMCCN. The human visual characteristics can be considered in the
wavelet tree based watermarking systems to provide a better visual quality. In addition, WW-
EMCC watermarking technique can consider to utilize medium-high frequency wavelet
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coefficients which have been shown more robust for geometric attack in the study of [30].
Feature-based or other RST (Rotation, Scaling and Translation) invariant mechanisms can be
taken into account for better synchronization.

4 Conclusion

An efficient differential energy watermarking algorithm based on wavelet tree group modulation
and consistency check has been presented in this study. The employment of wavelet tree structure,
grouping selection and bilateral modulation to embed the watermark in the tree group coefficients
as well as the relationship between the tree groups effectively improve the robustness of WW-
EMCC watermarking. The proposed algorithm improves the disadvantages of WTQ scheme to
resist the cryptanalysis attack and it provides flexible options with blind (WW-EMCCB) and non-
blind (WW-EMCCN) watermarking techniques. The watermarked images by the proposed tech-
nique can resist high degree of signal processing attacks. Intensive studies and large image data set
evaluations with othermethods likeWTQ,MWTQandWTGMare also compared in this research.
For WW-EMCCB, the scheme does not need to store the group ordering information which can
reduce the storage space for practical use. In addition, WW-EMCCB can tolerate many common
signal processing and geometric attacks with superior performance thanWTQ. Furthermore, if the
grouping information is allowed, lossy version ofWW-EMCCN can even provide stronger security
strength than MWTQ and WTGMmethods. On the other hand, lossless version of WW-EMCCN

performs like a caption based watermarking or digital signature for authentication purpose. Such
novel design of WW-EMCC is unique with outstanding performance against attacks.
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